Engineered micromechanical cues affecting human pluripotent stem cell regulations and fate.
The survival, growth, self-renewal, and differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) are influenced by their microenvironment, or so-called "niche," consisting of particular chemical and physical cues. Previous studies on mesenchymal stem cells and other stem cells have collectively uncovered the importance of physical cues and have begun to shed light on how stem cells sense and process such cues. In an attempt to support similar progress in mechanobiology of hPSCs, we review mechanosensory machinery, which plays an important role in cell-extracellular matrix interactions, cell-cell interactions, and subsequent intracellular responses. In addition, we review recent studies on the mechanobiology of hPSCs, in which engineered micromechanical environments were used to investigate effects of specific physical cues. Identifying key physical cues and understanding their mechanism will ultimately help in harnessing the full potential of hPSCs for clinical applications.